
The Cognitive Screen for Grooming (CSG) ©2011 

Test Manual  

 

Administration Date (complete within 2-3 sessions of Initial Evaluation): ______________ 

Patient Information: 

 Patient Name: ____________________________  Therapist: _____________________________ 

 Patient Diagnosis: ___________________________________________________________________ 

 Position of Patient: 

  Bedside with table ___  Seated in wheelchair or chair ___ 

  Standing at sink with assistive device ___ Standing at sink without assistive device ___ 

 Motor Deficits: 

  Weakness or paralysis: __________________________________________________ 

  Spasticity:  ____________________________________________________________ 

  Tremor/Incoordination:  __________________________________________________ 

  UE Functional Status: 

   Non-dominant Hand ___  Dominant Hand ___ 

   Bilateral Use ___  Unilateral Use ___ 

  Additional Comments: _____________________________________________________ 

  ________________________________________________________________________ 

  ________________________________________________________________________ 

FIM Scores: 

 Problem-Solving ____________  Memory _____________ 

Administration: 

Population 

Location The Cognitive Screen for Grooming (CSG) was developed to assess cognitive processes in adults (18 years 

+) with acquired brain injury such as cerebrovascular accident, traumatic brain injury, brain tumor, anoxia, or 

aneurysm. Individuals with other diagnoses who present with cognitive deficits may be appropriate for screening 

with the CSG. It is the responsibility of the administrator of the CSG to use sound clinical judgment in determining 

the appropriateness of using the CSG with an individual.  

 

The CSG is administered in a setting with access to bathroom facilities with consideration of whether the site is 

familiar or not to the individual.  If the site is not familiar to the individual, a short orientation to the bathroom prior 

to screening should be provided. The CSG may also be administered at bedside. 



Materials 

toothpaste, toothbrush, dentures (if applicable), cup, towel, water, emesis basin or sink 

Note: OT obtaining materials for grooming: _____  Patient obtaining materials for grooming: ______       

 

General Procedures: Anticipate an allowance of 20 – 30 minutes for screening the individual. 

1. Administer the CSG during the time of the day when the individual is at his or her optimal level of function, if 

possible, or when it is appropriate to brush his or her teeth. 

2. Inform the individual of the purpose of the CSG and, if needed, orient the individual to the bathroom area. 

3. Proceed by telling the individual that he or she will be performing oral care.  Ask the individual to begin the task 

by gathering all necessary items, if applicable, or to begin. 

4. Begin observation and documentation of behaviors using the Observation Schedule. 

5. The task components listed on the Observation Schedule for brushing teeth/dentures may or may not be observed. 

Note “not observed” (N/O) if indicated. 

Scoring: 

The cognitive processes are assessed through the observation of the cognitive descriptors indicating a problem, 

potential problem, or no problem.  The three levels of scoring are as follows: 

2   indicates a problem (requiring three or more cues) 

1   indicates a potential problem (requiring one to two cues) 

0   indicates no problem (requiring zero cues) 

Additional notes about scoring the CSG: 

Overview – The CSG Observation Schedule is comprised of a three-level scale where level 2 indicates a problem, 1 

indicates a potential problem, and 0 indicates no problem in one of the cognitive descriptors. The cognitive 

descriptor is the observable and structured behavior that has been delineated or identified as the indicator for 

severity for a particular cognitive process that is elicited by a particular functional task component.  

Efficient Use – The therapist administering the CSG chooses which task components are appropriate to complete 

with the patient. Not all task components may be relevant for all patients.   

Cueing – The type and amount of cues provided determine on which level of severity (2, 1, or 0) a patient is scored. 

The types of cues provided are visual, verbal, or tactile.  

Visual Cue: A visual cue is a directive given by the administrator that provides the individual with visual 

feedback such as when the individual is directed to look at or for something during the performance of a 

functional task component.  

Verbal Cue: A verbal cue is a directive given by the administrator that provides the individual with verbal 

direction that is used to clarify steps/instructions or repeat what the individual must do. 

Tactile Cue: A tactile cue is a directive given by the administrator that provides the individual with a 

physical prompt by the administrator’s hand so that the individual is assisted with a particular functional 

task component. 



Interpreting Scores – Interpreting a score is based on the patterns of scoring that are evident from the recorded 

observations.  For example, if the individual demonstrates a level of scoring of 1 (potential problem) for the 

cognitive process of sustained attention across several cognitive descriptors on different functional task components, 

then that individual may need further definitive assessment of sustained attention to determine the extent to which 

this cognitive process is impaired.  Additionally, an individual may demonstrate a level of scoring of 0 (no problem) 

on lower level cognitive processes such as attention and recall but may show a pattern of a level of scoring of 2 

(problem) on several cognitive descriptors describing awareness of disability or judgment relative to safety on 

different functional task components. This indicates that the individual may need additional definitive assessment 

for the higher-level skills of awareness and judgment to determine the extent to which these cognitive processes are 

impaired.  

Additional Recording Note: The therapist has the option of adding comments that qualify behavior if indicated or 

to account for any specific situations during the assessment with the patient. 

Cognitive and Perceptual Processes with Conceptual Definitions: 

 Sustained Attention is a cognitive process involving the ability to maintain focus for an appropriate period 

of time during the performance of a functional task. 

 Shifting Attention is a cognitive process involving the ability to disengage attention from a current 

stimulus to a different focus of attention with a new stimulus and resume focus on the previous stimulus. 

 Spatial Relations (Figure-Ground, Right Left Discrimination) is a perceptual process involving the 

ability to correctly orient objects relative to the self and environment. 

 Vision (Acuity, Scanning) is a perceptual process involving the ability to search for and identify stimuli in 

the right, left, upper, and lower quadrants of the visual field. 

 Visual Perception (Form Constancy, Depth Perception) is a perceptual process involving the ability to 

correctly identify form, color, texture and distance with objects relative to the self and environment. 

 Ideomotor Praxis is a perceptual process involving the ability to perform motor actions with ease and fluid 

motion during a functional task. 

 Ideational Praxis is a perceptual process involving the ability to understand the intended motor actions 

needed to complete a functional task. 

 Awareness/Safety is a cognitive process involving the ability to appreciate the extent of one's physical and 

cognitive abilities and deficits and to identify the effects of these deficits on the performance of functional tasks.  

 Judgment/Safety is a cognitive process involving the ability to recognize and respond appropriately to 

potential hazards to one's self, others, and the environment during engagement in a functional task. 

 Problem-Solving is a cognitive process involving the ability to identify and follow an orderly sequence in 

the implementation of a task or to effectively solve a difficulty encountered while performing a task. 

 Recall of New Information is a cognitive process involving the ability to remember information necessary 

for the completion of a task or to retrieve relevant information when needed. 

Questions regarding the CSG may be directed to: 

Marianne H. Mortera, PhD, OTR/L 

Columbia University Programs in Occupational Therapy 

710 West 168
th

 Street, NI 8
th

 Floor 

New York, NY  10032 

212-305-1652 

mhm2101@columbia.edu 

 



 

 

The Cognitive Screen for Grooming (CSG) ©2011 

Observation Schedule 

 

 

1. Locate/Retrieve items for teeth-brushing - toothpaste, toothbrush, dentures, cup, towel 

Task Component Score Notes on assistance needed 

Sustained 

Attention 

Maintains focus on locating/retrieving items 

w/o distractions interfering 
    

Shifting Attention 
Able to resume location/retrieval of items if 

attention diverted to other stimuli 
    

Spatial Relations / 

Visual Perception 

Locates/retrieves items based on correct 

orientation to self and environment 
    

Ideomotor Praxis 
Able to grasp or place items with ease and 

fluid motion 
    

Ideational Praxis 
Able to locate/retrieve items based on 

intended purpose of items 
    

Judgment / 

Awareness / Safety 

Able to locate/retrieve items by checking for 

or regarding obstacles, ease of retrieval or 

safety hazards; Indicates need for help if 

unable to locate/retrieve items 

    

Problem-Solving 
Able to sequence, plan and execute strategy 

for easy and efficient retrieval of items  
    

 

Scoring 

The cognitive processes are assessed through the observation of the cognitive descriptors indicating a problem, 

potential problem, or no problem.  The three levels of scoring are as follows: 

2   indicates a problem (requiring three or more cues) 

1   indicates a potential problem (requiring one to two cues) 

0   indicates no problem (requiring zero cues) 

 

 

    



2. Positions toothbrush/dentures in hand or countertop 

Task Component Score 
Notes on assistance 

needed 

Sustained 

Attention 

Maintains focus on positioning 

toothbrush/dentures w/o distractions 

interfering 

    

Shifting Attention 

Able to resume positioning of 

toothbrush/dentures if attention diverted to 

other stimuli 

    

Spatial Relations / 

Visual Perception 

Correctly orients toothbrush/dentures to self 

and countertop 
    

Ideomotor Praxis 
Positions toothbrush/dentures in hand and 

with countertop with ease and fluid motions 
    

Ideational Praxis 
Understands correct use of toothbrush and 

dentures 
    

Judgment / 

Awareness / Safety 

Checks for or regards obstacles and safety 

hazards; Indicates if positioning 

toothbrush/dentures is adequate or if needs 

assistance with positioning 

    

Problem-Solving 

Able to sequence, plan and execute strategy 

for easy and efficient positioning of 

toothbrush/dentures 

    

 

Scoring 

The cognitive processes are assessed through the observation of the cognitive descriptors indicating a problem, 

potential problem, or no problem.  The three levels of scoring are as follows: 

2   indicates a problem (requiring three or more cues) 

1   indicates a potential problem (requiring one to two cues) 

0   indicates no problem (requiring zero cues) 

 

 

 

 

 

    



3. Unwraps/removes toothbrush from plastic wrapper 

Task Component Score 
Notes on assistance 

needed 

Sustained 

Attention 

Maintains focus unwrapping/removing 

toothbrush from plastic wrapper w/o 

distractions interfering 

    

Shifting Attention 

Able to resume unwrapping/removing 

toothbrush from plastic wrapper if attention 

diverted to other stimuli 

    

Spatial Relations / 

Visual Perception 

Unwraps/removes toothbrush from plastic 

wrapper based on correct orientation to self 

and environment 

    

Ideomotor Praxis 
Able to unwrap/remove toothbrush from 

plastic wrapper with ease and fluid motion 
    

Ideational Praxis 

Able to unwrap/remove toothbrush from 

plastic wrapper with ease and fluid motion 

based on intended purpose of items 

    

Judgment / 

Awareness / Safety 

Checks for or regards obstacles and safety 

hazards; Indicates need for help if unable to 

unwrap and remove toothbrush from 

wrapper 

    

Problem-Solving 

Able to sequence, plan and execute strategy 

for easy and efficient unwrapping of 

toothbrush 

    

 

Scoring 

The cognitive processes are assessed through the observation of the cognitive descriptors indicating a problem, 

potential problem, or no problem.  The three levels of scoring are as follows: 

2   indicates a problem (requiring three or more cues) 

1   indicates a potential problem (requiring one to two cues) 

0   indicates no problem (requiring zero cues) 

 

 

 

 

    



4. Removes cap; Applies toothpaste to toothbrush and/or dentures 

Task Component Score 
Notes on assistance 

needed 

Sustained 

Attention 

Maintains focus on removing cap and 

applying toothpaste w/o distractions 

interfering 

    

Shifting Attention 

Able to resume removal of cap and 

application of toothpaste if attention diverted 

to other stimuli 

    

Spatial Relations / 

Visual Perception 

Correctly applies toothpaste to 

toothbrush/dentures and uses adequate 

amount of toothpaste 

    

Ideomotor Praxis 
Removes cap and applies toothpaste with 

ease and fluid motions 
    

Ideational Praxis 

Understands purpose of removing cap and 

application of toothpaste to 

toothbrush/dentures 

    

Judgment / 

Awareness / Safety 

Checks for or regards obstacles and safety 

hazards; Indicates if needs help with removal 

of cap or application of toothpaste 

    

Problem-Solving 

Able to sequence, plan and execute strategy 

for easy and efficient removal of cap and 

application of toothpaste to 

toothbrush/dentures 

    

 

Scoring 

The cognitive processes are assessed through the observation of the cognitive descriptors indicating a problem, 

potential problem, or no problem.  The three levels of scoring are as follows: 

2   indicates a problem (requiring three or more cues) 

1   indicates a potential problem (requiring one to two cues) 

0   indicates no problem (requiring zero cues) 

 

 

 

 

 



    
5. Brushes teeth/dentures on all surfaces 

Task Component Score 
Notes on assistance 

needed 

Sustained 

Attention 

Maintains focus on brushing teeth/dentures 

on all surfaces w/o distractions interfering 
    

Shifting Attention 

Able to resume brushing teeth/dentures on 

all surfaces if attention diverted to other 

stimuli 

    

Spatial Relations / 

Visual Perception 

Brushes teeth/dentures on all surfaces with 

correct orientation to self/environment 
    

Ideomotor Praxis 
Able to brush teeth/dentures on all surfaces 

with ease and fluid motion 
    

Ideational Praxis 

Able to brush teeth/dentures on all surfaces 

with ease and fluid motion based on 

intended purpose of items 

    

Judgment / 

Awareness / Safety 

Checks for or regards obstacles and safety 

hazards; Indicates need for help if unable to 

brush teeth/dentures on all surfaces ; Brushes 

all surfaces of teeth and dentures with care 

    

Problem-Solving 

Able to sequence, plan and execute strategy 

for easy and efficient brushing teeth/dentures 

on all surfaces 

    

 

Scoring 

The cognitive processes are assessed through the observation of the cognitive descriptors indicating a problem, 

potential problem, or no problem.  The three levels of scoring are as follows: 

2   indicates a problem (requiring three or more cues) 

1   indicates a potential problem (requiring one to two cues) 

0   indicates no problem (requiring zero cues) 

 

 

 

 

 



6. Turns water on / turns water off 

Task Component Score Notes on assistance needed 

Sustained 

Attention 

Maintains focus turning water on/off w/o 

distractions interfering 
    

Shifting Attention 
Able to resume turning water on/off if 

attention diverted to other stimuli 
    

Spatial Relations / 

Visual Perception 

Turns water on/off based on correct 

orientation to self and environment 
    

Ideomotor Praxis 
Turns water on/off with ease and fluid 

motion 
    

Ideational Praxis 
Turns water on/off with ease and fluid 

motion based on intended purpose 
    

Judgment / 

Awareness / Safety 

Checks for or regards obstacles and safety 

hazards; Indicates need for help if unable to 

turn water on/off 

    

Problem-Solving 
Able to sequence, plan and execute strategy 

for turning water on/off 
    

 

Scoring 

The cognitive processes are assessed through the observation of the cognitive descriptors indicating a problem, 

potential problem, or no problem.  The three levels of scoring are as follows: 

2   indicates a problem (requiring three or more cues) 

1   indicates a potential problem (requiring one to two cues) 

0   indicates no problem (requiring zero cues) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    



7. Fills cup with water, sips, rinses and spits out water 

Task Component Score 
Notes on assistance 

needed 

Sustained 

Attention 

Maintains focus with filling of cup with 

water, sipping, rinsing and spitting out water 

w/o distractions interfering 

    

Shifting Attention 

Able to resume filling of cup with water, 

sipping, rinsing and spitting out water if 

attention diverted to other stimuli 

    

Spatial Relations / 

Visual Perception 

Fills cup with water, sips, rinses and spits 

out water based on correct orientation to self 

and environment 

    

Ideomotor Praxis 
Fills cup with water, sips, rinses and spits 

out water with ease and fluid motion 
    

Ideational Praxis 

Fills cup with water, sips, rinses and spits 

out water with ease and fluid motion 

based on intended purpose of items 

    

Judgment / 

Awareness / Safety 

Checks for or regards obstacles and safety 

hazards; Indicates need for help if unable to 

fill cup with water, sip, rinse and spit out 

water 

    

Problem-Solving 

Able to sequence, plan and execute strategy 

for easy and efficient filling of cup with 

water, sipping, rinsing and spitting out water 

    

 

Scoring 

The cognitive processes are assessed through the observation of the cognitive descriptors indicating a problem, 

potential problem, or no problem.  The three levels of scoring are as follows: 

2   indicates a problem (requiring three or more cues) 

1   indicates a potential problem (requiring one to two cues) 

0   indicates no problem (requiring zero cues) 

 

 

    
 



    
8. Rinses toothbrush/dentures and wipes mouth 

Task Component Score 
Notes on assistance 

needed 

Sustained 

Attention 

Maintains focus rinsing toothbrush/dentures 

and wiping mouth w/o distractions 

interfering 

    

Shifting Attention 

Able to resume rinsing toothbrush/dentures 

and wiping mouth if attention diverted to 

other stimuli 

    

Spatial Relations / 

Visual Perception 

Rinses toothbrush/dentures and wipes mouth 

based on correct orientation to self and 

environment 

    

Ideomotor Praxis 
Able to rinse toothbrush/dentures and wipe 

mouth with ease and fluid motion 
    

Ideational Praxis 

Able to rinse toothbrush/dentures and wipe 

mouth with ease and fluid motion 

based on intended purpose of items 

    

Judgment / 

Awareness / Safety 

Checks for or regards obstacles and safety 

hazards; Indicates need for help if unable to 

rinse toothbrush/dentures and wipe mouth 

    

Problem-Solving 

Able to sequence, plan and execute strategy 

for easy and efficient rinsing 

toothbrush/dentures and wiping mouth 

    

 

Scoring 

The cognitive processes are assessed through the observation of the cognitive descriptors indicating a problem, 

potential problem, or no problem.  The three levels of scoring are as follows: 

2   indicates a problem (requiring three or more cues) 

1   indicates a potential problem (requiring one to two cues) 

0   indicates no problem (requiring zero cues) 

 

 

 

 

 



    
9. Applies denture adhesive 

Task Component Score 
Notes on assistance 

needed 

Sustained 

Attention 

Maintains focus on applying denture 

adhesive w/o distractions interfering 
    

Shifting Attention 
Able to return to applying denture adhesive 

if attention diverted to other stimuli 
    

Spatial Relations / 

Visual Perception 

Applies denture adhesive based on correct 

orientation to self and environment 
    

Ideomotor Praxis 
Able to apply denture adhesive with ease and 

fluid motion 
    

Ideational Praxis 

Able to apply denture adhesive with ease and 

fluid motion 

based on intended purpose of items 

    

Judgment / 

Awareness / Safety 

Checks for or regards obstacles and safety 

hazards; Indicates need for help if unable to 

apply denture adhesive 

    

Problem-Solving 

Able to sequence, plan and execute strategy 

for easy and efficient application of denture 

adhesive 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   



 

10. Inserts dentures into mouth 

Task Component Score Notes on assistance needed 

Sustained 

Attention 

Maintains focus inserting dentures into 

mouth w/o distractions interfering 
    

Shifting Attention 
Able to resume inserting dentures into 

mouth if attention diverted to other stimuli 
    

Spatial Relations / 

Visual Perception 

Inserts dentures into mouth based on correct 

orientation to self and environment 
    

Ideomotor Praxis 
Able to insert dentures into mouth with ease 

and fluid motion 
    

Ideational Praxis 

Able to insert dentures into mouth with ease 

and fluid motion based on intended purpose 

of items 

    

Judgment / 

Awareness / Safety 

Checks for or regards obstacles and safety 

hazards; Indicates need for help if unable to 

insert dentures into mouth 

    

Problem-Solving 

Able to sequence, plan and execute strategy 

for easy and efficient insertion of dentures 

into mouth 

    

 

Scoring 

The cognitive processes are assessed through the observation of the cognitive descriptors indicating a problem, 

potential problem, or no problem.  The three levels of scoring are as follows: 

2   indicates a problem (requiring three or more cues) 

1   indicates a potential problem (requiring one to two cues) 

0   indicates no problem (requiring zero cues) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Summary of Scores 

 

  

Sustained 

Attention 

Shifting 

Attention 

Spatial 

Relations 

Visual 

Perception 

 

Ideomotor 

Praxis 

 

Ideational 

Praxis 

 

Judgment  

Awareness  

Safety 

 

Problem-

Solving 

        

Locate/Retrieve items 

for teeth-brushing - 

toothpaste, 

toothbrush, dentures, 

cup, towel 

 

       

Positions 

toothbrush/dentures 

in hand or countertop 

 

       

Unwraps/removes 

toothbrush from 

plastic wrapper 

 

       

Removes cap; Applies 

toothpaste to 

toothbrush and/or 

dentures 

 

       

Brushes 

teeth/dentures on all 

surfaces 

 

       

Turns water on / 

turns water off 

 

       

Fills cup with water, 

sips, rinses and spits 

out water 

       

Rinses 

toothbrush/dentures 

and wipes mouth 

       

Applies denture 

adhesive 

       

Inserts dentures into 

mouth 

       

 

Summary Notes and Recommendations: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 


